Phonics Skills

A **prefix** is added to the beginning, or the front, of a word to change the word and its meaning.

- **un** means **not**
- **re** means **again**

Words To Know

**character** - the person in the story

**action** - is something you do

Read It

Read the story below. Circle the words that start with the prefixes **-un** and **-re**.

Grace loved rereading stories. She wanted to be Peter Pan, but unfortunately her class didn’t think she could play the part.

Nana reminded Grace that she can be anything she wants to be. Grace restarted her practice for the play.

Write It

Fill in the blank with the missing word.

unfortunate  ungrateful  reread  remind  restart

_____________ not lucky
_____________ read again
_____________ not thankful
_____________ to begin doing something again
_____________ to tell someone something again

Think About It

Who are the characters in the story above?

______________________________

What are the character’s actions?

______________________________